
LIGHTING  - POWER and other electrical updated Dec 2017 these are all sample pictures. we can easily supply;

There are rules and reg's concerning what gets used where...safety first! and all events end up being different! net lights, tea lights, chase lights, curtain lights, 
All our lighting is top quality! We've invested a small fortune and continually add to the kit. waterfall lights, glitter balls etc.
As with all electrical kit, it is tested regularly and well maintained

electrical equipment register and pat test record is here. Plus we have a great range of wedding and event decorations ( non Electric)
electrical risk assessment is here.

We have done various training course for temporary power and lighting installations. 
Continous CPD courses are  taken to keep abreast of updates in BS7909 regulations.

FESTOON CABLES / STRING LIGHTS / BISTRO or Café Lights... Suitable indoor/outdoor. Is an electrician needed?

Cherry Lights. 24v, led (clear covers 1 inch dia)  1p68 20m £30 each NOT normally!

20m strings, 50 bulbs.(ultra-brite 24v, 0.2w)+ plus 230v to 24v transformer We can install electrics to BS 7909 and  Bs 7671
low power & running costs.(10w per string) 6 x 20m in stock 6 sets available Most of our installations are small and temporary
perfect highlighters for ambient effect. Often used on top of walls. IP68 but if obtaining power by opening up a household fuse box,
uses 24v transformers that can supply a number of strings. ambient then an electrician is required.

We can supply the necessary kit.

The same may apply if using large generators.
Coloured plastic covers. 3 inch dia IP44 In Stock
25 m string with 50 B22 bulbs. (using 230v, 15w halogen or 12v bulbs). 25m £30 ALL OUR KIT is TESTED

Black Woodside Festoon; bright GLS Filament Glass bulbs, NO covers stock shown
Heavy duty black 2 x 2.5mm rubber cable, Uk Made. IP44

60w max bulbs indoors only on 10m short strings. 10m (10 bulbs) £15
B22, Bayonet fitting 25w max (inside or out)
usually 25w/15w golf balls bulbs 50m (50 x 15w) £40.00
coloured / white / clear bulbs 100m (100x15w) £80.00
230v.  Running costs and power supply needed reflects the number/ type of bulbs
care must be taken with normal gls bulbs as they are fragile
these bulbs can be used with a dimmer

coloured builds are more for party decoration and not very bright.

Connectable Led Bulb Festoon Harness. Black rubber  2 x 1.5mm cable. IP44.

LED bulbs; we tent do use these most of the time now.
10m (20 bulbs) £15

An excellent robust system. Less fuss with bulbs. 50m £50
230v but LED BULBS. Very low power use. 100m £80
Plastic 1w led E27 screw fit bulbs in Warm White or 
Coloured bulbs, or if you request, colour changing bulbs!
10m strings, 20 lamps per string i.e. 1 lamp per 0.5m. (strings are daisy chained together)
up to 200m can be daisy chained together from one source we can change the bulbs to suit your requirements and always get more festoon harnesses for longer amounts.

LED lightbulbs types:

Warm White bulbs give reasonable light, coloured are good as party highlighters. Used in/on roof tops/ wall tops.we have systems boxed / tested / ready to go

Red and White;  alternating lamp colour along harness;  great to match up with our red and white tentswe can always get more! 

many different colours! 

Colour Changing Led Bulbs kept on a 10m strip./ 20 lamps

Vintage Effect clear plastic led bulbs.( the latest style) all on connectable black harnesses currently we would be most keen on investing in more white festoon harness

and vintage effect clear bulbs.
fitted with bright white or warm white.. Bright white LEDS are more useful for actual lighting



WHITE FESTOON HARNESS.. White cable.  On trend again! 

The brand new connectable, ever expanding, multi-dimensional systems for led lighting particularly useful for white weddings.
ON TREND white festoon harness

white rubber 2 x 1mm cable. IP44. fitted with warm white bulbs at 1m intervals.  1m interval is good for ambience, roof top curtains, long distances etc.
perfect match for white tents.

By doubling back we can make the intervals 0.5m for more impressive lighting. (sadly the full system we want isn't yet available) and

the system is extendable to huge lengths and inter-connectable with our mains voltage fairy lights system and more. weddings

each bulb 1.2w , bright white or warm white.   120 m current stock but can get much more.  10m connectable lengths that can go in all directions.

We can adapt and change easily but have 2 main systems ready to go;

One pile loaded with warm white bulbs. Giving yellowish glow.

One pile loaded with bright white bulbs.

Fittings for mains voltage connectable festoon cables and fairy lights systems

available in black and white to match cable.

using these fittings we have multiple connections possible.

just a few of the options available. 

Icicle Lights. An outdoor Xmas thing really.
Manufactured again by Lite Engineering/Woodside. 5m £10
LED (Xmas style) 230v 20m £40
4x 5m (160 lamps per 5m) daisy chained led.  .

white bulbs on white cable.. Up to 16 sets/80m daisy chained on one power source.

DON’T FORGET EXTERIOR LIGHTING FOR YOUR GUESTS SAFETY; TREES/ PATHS/ TOILETS/ CATERERS ETC.

Giant 3m high shepherds crooks ,  ideal for creating pathways or overhead bistro style lighting.

10 crooks for £50
they have spikes to fit in the ground. So they need to be on grass.

keep warm oputside;

and what about some fire bowls! £50 hire
maybe hire to buy ? £110 to hire and keep. With a bundle of logs for the night. £110 hire to buy



Our lighting is available for Christmas parties and events.

FAIRY LIGHT Systems,   PEA Lights. String Lights
Safer 24v internal or external use, beautiful roof effect sample rig.
each string 6m, 60 Led's. covering round end of tent.
uses 24v transformer power pack. With multi function.
Small power pack  can connect up to 8 sets ( 480 Led's) 8 strings power £25.00
large power pack can connect up to 50 sets ( 3000 Led's)
lots of sets and various connectors available for multiple style set ups. above during install

we have many many metres of this and can set it up in various ways. central ring with approx 27 strings on creating fanned out effect
We prefer cool white but many colours are available should you wish. below during event

Mains voltage professional fairy lights.  MUCH BETTER AND MORE ROBUST each bulb .13w
we have many hundreds of metres of fairy lights all as vastly extendable connectable systems. White cable. Indoors/outdoors.each 10m string 80 bulbs
we have ring systems to splay them out in circles of 5 strings. For example around marquee king poles. can connect many hundreds metres together.
Hoop systems to enable massive roof coverings with a circle of  25/30 strings like the inside of town halls or barns. in multiple methods
connectable systems to enable parallel fittings.

Fairy light curtains. Wide drops of many strings.

warm white, white and twinkly versions.
multiple fittings and connection methods.

Paper and Nylon Lanterns. Mini to GIANT 1m ones. All shapes.
We use both paper and modern NYLON paper lanterns example cost
Nylon are much more robust and can be used inside or outside cluster of 8 £25.00
We stock colours to match the tents. In various sizes and shapes and can get all you need for your style at short notice. fitted
Or we can get you whatever colour you prefer.
230v, fitted with IEC connectors, B22 lamp holders usually with low energy lamps. 
OR, they can be used with battery operated Led's. (handy in trees!)
If you really want ;we can of course use paper lanterns of all shapes and sizes 
and we can hang things like Pom Poms/ hats/ umbrellas/ huge wreaths/ hops. in the roofs.! 
we can dot lanterns at random locations or cluster them.
we have a system for hanging by using magnets if metal roof fittings available in tents or barns.

GIANT LANTERNS ARE VERY EFFECTIVE

Chandeliers
Different! each £10.00
LED with very long cables from individual power packs. set 6 £50.00
six available Large. About 3 ft. drop and 2 ft. wide.
low power led bulbs.

Chandeliers  each £20
vintage/ old school/ traditional…
Moulin style/ crystal and brass 

Vintage Large Glass Filament Light bulb; Totally On trend!
Lots of light bulbs are available but we choose to stock the very latest dimmable squirrel shape 8w led filament. cluster of 4 £20
they are expensive and great! ceiling rose and 16amp plug

they are fitted to brown fabric covered cable and have brass lamp holder fittings, some suitable for shades if you want.

designed to be hung in clusters or in singles.  The dimmers we use for these are the very latest style suitable for Leds.

dimmable 
Dimmable LED Filament Glass Vintage Bulbs.. Small, round , long pencil, fat bulbs. Squirrel shapes. led filaments: 4w and 6w power

Hanging Festoons designed for vintage lighting.  With black rubbetr cable and long or short drops. 2017 designs! 

dimmers supplied.

We aim to be creative with our lighting and prefer not to resort to traditional brass chandeliers and uplighters in marquees.

Its good to think about what mood is required.
Installation ready for use  and removal is included in the prices. Wagon wheels! 
But this all has to be discussed. Ditto power supplies etc. and 
Standard old-school marquee packages may include chandeliers, pin spots and up lighters, vintage lights! 
And if that's what you want we are happy to arrange it or
to add to our stock in order to create the right mood!

You can leave it to us.... or give us some ideas....or we can work with lighting specialists no problem.

below is some more of the kit we have and then there's the mobile nightclub we can create!



Flood Lights IP65 £5 each
Exterior/Interior LED lights (new 2012 high tech)
10w RGB, remote control e.g. for bushes/ porches IP65 £10 each
size 11x8x7cm
50w RGB remote control.. E.g. for trees/ buildings
size 29x23x16cm. Mega flood! Equivalent 500w type.
excellent light!. Choose the colour mode and effect.
30 w white floods.

Par Cans. 6 in stock. £5 each
Slim line Ledj229 versions
4 colour ,multi function, dmx, auto etc.
daisy chainable. Excellent lights.
often attached to centre pole clamp.
or used as up lighters

8 in stock £5 each
Short nose black Par cans 300w filament bulb+ 
fitted with colour gels. Stage lighting colour gels
High power/ bright & traditional.

£15
U/V cannon 
400w bulb. Suitable large areas. £10

U/V strip light , 4ft long  36w.
protected by cage.

£30
STAR-CLOTH 
3 x 2.5m, led stars.
very nice behind dance floor/ stage

Dimmer Switches for lighting, 750w £10

1000w single channel 2500w £20

2.3kw, 2 channel, 5 amp 1.150kw per channel
(These do not work with all kinds of lamps) included with system.

for Led filament vintage lights we use Varlight V-Pro or V-Com trailing edge dimmers
and have various; for different amounts of leds in install.

£5 each
Emergency Exits ; 
Maintained lights 
light comes on with power and stays on when power cut.
Essential for guest safety if power goes? £5 each

Halogen 150w work lights/ spot lights.  Fitted with 16amp plugs.

Distribution Boards,/ distro boxes £20.00

16amp, 
4 x 16amp outlets.( Box version has 2 x13A & 4x16A outlets)
25A 30mA rcd 
240v. IP55

£20
32amp, single phase
with 3 x 16amp, 2 x 13amp and 1x 32 amp outlet. 
32aMCB. 30maRCD. IP44,
Box version has 2x 13A & 4 x16A outlets)

box £40
63amp, 3 phase 10m 16mm cable £20
415 v. IP67.
3x32amp/240v outlets
6x16amp /240 outlets
fitted with 30mA DP type C RCBO for maximum safety

£20
Cable protection enclosure 32amp ;for generators or main fuse box
Take power from your fuse box! (if spare capacity available)
(nb electrician needed for fuse box hard wiring)
with unwired tail to make connection.
100Mma rcd, IP55 1.5mm H07 cable max draw 13amp.

2.5mm H07 cable max draw 16amp.
Cables  4mm H07 cable max draw 25 ampoften
We have lots and lots of 13amp, 16 amp and 32 amp cables. 6mm H07 cable max draw 32amp.included

10mm H07 cable max draw 50ampin package
We use black rubber H07 RNF cable for outdoor work inc' marquees, mainly 1.5mm/ 2.5mm or 4mm cores 16mm H07 cable max draw 63amp
Arctic blue cable is for indoor work only. sample pics here

1.5mm arctic max draw 16amp
Connectors, Plugs & Sockets & Adaptors 2.5mm arctic, max draw 20amp
we have a host of connectors and plugs for all sorts of situations. 4mm arctic, 30 amp,
splitters, connectors, adapters, rcds etc. etc.

for our lighting we often use
IEC connectors and cables (kettle leads)
and distribution
inc; IEC to IEC / 13A to IEC / 16A to IEC
4 way IEC boxes. 16A(rcd) to 8 way IEC (manufactured by Rubber Box)
16A(rcd) to 8 way IEC (manufactured by Rubber Box)

POWER!
single phase / 3 phase?
12v, 24v, 110v 240v 415 v?
MAINS SUPPLY?
OFF GRID? Power supplies and requirements should be thoroughly discussed to avoid issues.
GENERATORS? better to have more than less!!
Silent / Diesel / Renewables / all available…
Fuel management systems.



We can package sound lighting and electrics up into one good package!
PARTY TIME!
SOUND AND LIGHTS! Lighting Effects...and 

Disco Time! Mobile Nightclub ! 

PA Systems
current stock including ;  £30.00

150 watt Mackie Srm150.
loud, small, ideal for smaller venues, cd and microphone
supplied with stand, Mic., iPod input lead.

Mackie Thump TH-12A active speakers £60 pair

800w system pa package £90
400W of ultra-efficient Fast Recovery™ amplification
LF 300W peak power (Class-D)
HF 100W peak power (Class A/B)
lightweight 12 inch cones.
good for small venues. Acoustic/ vocal/laptop

800w or 2kw system.. Add subwoofer Much more bass! £75.00

400w, 15inch speakers, Citronic active speaker system, deeper sound. iPod & Mic. inputs £65 each.
1000w speaker

2000w system using 2 x Mackie SRM450 V3 active speakers.LOUD! . Mini jack inputs or mix desk.

Matching 1000w Subwoofer. Extra £50 PA package £100

with top quality Allen & Heath ZedFX 10 ch  usb mix desk, £20
supplied with hand held Mic.
Skytronic/Citronic make; code 170.26
attach you laptop/ decks or cd player via usb.
or little a small band play.

£10.00

Radio Mic' use with above, hand held Sennheiser Freeport

Lighting Truss, £20.00
Dj underneath to rear or in front
Goal Post truss system, lighting stand, 
T bars can be used without truss.
3m wide. Max height 4m. Max weight 46kg.

Disco Lighting £25.00

Glitter Ball   ,HUGE  large 20 inch with pin spots. And mains motor
!0 each

Mini glitter balls, with or without lights and rotation

Moving Heads and globos coming soon

£15
Smoke Machine.
Antari Fazer, gentle controllable smoke to highlight light beams. 

all lighting effects are better in the dark! And with some smoke!

£15
Laser
KAM star cluster
gives great twinkly effects.

£10
Equinox Quadzilla 4 Lense disco light.
LED. 45w. 1amp

£10

Equinox Rapture, High Output Moonflower
LED 30w, 1amp

£10 for 2.

American DJ Revo Sweep Led Multibeam,
Incredibled.
LED 13w.

Most of our effects are LED, low power and can be daisy chained
or if you really want to go to town, dmx controlled.
or sound to light effect or auto run.

We can package all this up into one good very affordable package!

And of course we have lots more: theme decor, entertainment, activities etc. etc.

a typical set up.

This list is non exhaustive, is often added to, will be added to!

Delivery and collection charges may apply.

Vat is charged on final totals.


